Disrupted physical pain sensation by social exclusion in women with dysmenorrhea
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Purpose: Dysmenorrhea (DM), which involves both acute and chronic pain, is associated with abnormalities in pain modulation. Previous studies have shown that social pain relies on some of the same neural regions that process physical pain, highlighting a possible physical–social pain overlap. However, evidence suggesting that social pain modulates the sensitivity to physical pain remains controversial. The present study aimed to assess the effects of social pain manipulation on sensitivity to physical pain in DM sufferers and healthy female controls (HC).

Materials and methods: Fifty-nine otherwise healthy patients with DM and 55 HC matched for age, education, calendar age, and gynecological age were randomly assigned to inclusion or exclusion conditions of Cyberball, a virtual ball tossing game used to induce social pain (social exclusion). Pain threshold and pain tolerance in response to noxious pressure and cold stimuli were assessed before and after the study condition.

Results: In response to cold stimulation, pain threshold and tolerance significantly reduced in DM compared to HC participants in the inclusion condition, indicating increased pain sensitivity in DM group. However, exclusion increased the pain threshold and tolerance compared to inclusion in DM but decreased pain threshold and tolerance in HC. Neither inclusion nor exclusion altered pressure pain sensitivity in DM, but, after social exclusion, DM participants were more fearful of being evaluated unfavorably. No significant differences were observed in self-esteem scores between DM and HC after both inclusion and exclusion.

Conclusion: We observed altered pain sensation in DM participants in response to social pain manipulation, suggesting that DM not only impacts menstruation but also modulates the perception of pain more generally, especially its affective processes. The present study suggests that the effect of social pain on pain sensation and certain psychometric properties depends on previous pain experience, implicating a reciprocal influence of social and physical pain processes.
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Introduction
Dysmenorrhea (DM), defined as painful menstrual cramps of uterine origin, is a prevailing gynecological problem in women of reproductive age. Despite its high prevalence, DM is usually poorly treated and even neglected by health professionals, such that women who suffer from DM often accept it as a normal part of the menstrual cycle. Notably, long-term DM is considered to be a unique pain condition involving both acute and chronic pain, and later in life, DM often co-occurs with chronic pain conditions, including painful bladder syndrome, fibromyalgia, chronic headache, low back pain, and many others. Susceptibility to the subsequent development of various
functional disorders has been associated with maladaptive descending pain modulatory systems. Correspondingly, DM sufferers exhibit widespread reductions in both somatic and visceral hyperalgesia, suggesting enhanced pain perception in women with DM compared to healthy female controls (HC). DM negatively affects women on social relationships, such as family relationships and friendships. At the clinical level, DM showed increased loneliness compared with HC, which in turn is associated with increased menstrual pain. Exclusion feeling, one type social pain, when induced by informing participants that they will end up lonely later in life, was associated with a change in pain sensitivity.

Social pain is the unpleasant experience associated with actual or potential damage to one’s sense of social connection or social value, due to social rejection, exclusion, negative social evaluation or loss, etc. Social pain has been mostly studied using Cyberball, a paradigm based on a virtual ball-tossing game, where participants believe that they are playing with other real participants. In fact, they are playing with a preprogrammed computer that enrolls the participant into one of two conditions: a condition in which the participant is socially included (inclusion condition) and one in which he or she is excluded from the game (exclusion condition). There is growing recognition that social and physical pain share many of the same neural and psychological mechanisms. Emerging evidence shows that social pain relies on some of the same neural regions that process physical pain, highlighting a possible network overlap of physical and social pain, resulting in heightened perception of social exclusion due to physical injury; conversely, perception of social exclusion can trigger feelings of physical pain. Furthermore, baseline sensitivity to physical pain can be used to predict sensitivity to social exclusion, and, in turn, heightened social distress increases sensitivity to physical pain. It is worth noting, however, that previous studies of the impact of social exclusion on pain sensitivity showed inconsistent results. Some showed that social exclusion led to increased emotional- and physical-pain sensitivity, whereas others indicated that exclusion caused numbing of emotional and physical pain. Hypersensitivity or numbness have been explained by the “severity hypothesis”, which asserts that “minor” social injuries should trigger painful (hypersensitive) reactions, whereas “major” social injuries should result in numbing (insensitive) responses. Negative social encounters are the “minor” social injuries. Based on the severity hypothesis, mildly negative social encounters would trigger painful (hypersensitive) reactions. However, existing research has demonstrated that mildly negative social encounters can reduce physical pain sensitivity as well. Thus, the abovementioned severity hypothesis does not fully explain the discrepancy among previous studies. We speculate that there may be other factors affecting the influence of social pain on the physical pain sensitivity.

Given that the neuronal networks underlying social pain and physical pain overlap, we hypothesized that individual experience, especially individual pain experience, would differentially modulate the effects of social pain on the sensitivity of physical pain. Modulation of physical pain following social manipulation during a Cyberball game has not yet been studied for a condition, such as DM, which exhibits a combination of acute and chronic pain. To this end, the current study investigated the modulatory role of social pain on the sensation of acute physical pain in DM and HC individuals.

Materials and methods
Participants
Participants in this study were recruited from the local college or university by advertisement and word of mouth. We first recruited women through platforms online, and by posting posters around the campus. Then, the enrolled women were asked to go to the research center to fill out the DM self-rating scale. The researcher then selects suspected DM and healthy women based on the scores of the scale. All suspected DM women were requested to go to gynecological clinic and finally diagnosed by gynecologist. The diagnostic criteria for DM have been defined by the American College of Obstetricians. The following inclusion criteria were applied for the DM patients studied: 1) 18 to 25 years old; 2) a regular menstrual cycle of ~27 to 32 days; 3) a history of menstrual pain longer than 12 months; and 4) using the visual analog scale (VAS, 0 = not at all, 10 = the worst imaginable pain), the self-assessed severity of the average menstrual pain over the previous six months was at least higher than 5. The inclusion criteria for the HC were similar to those for the DM, except that the controls had almost no pain during menses (VAS = 0). Exclusion criteria included current pregnancy or breastfeeding, organic pelvic disease, alcohol or drug abuse, and formal diagnosis of psychiatric conditions. Urinary luteinizing hormone tests were performed to verify experimentally when participants were at their periovulatory phase (i.e., days 12–16 of the menstrual cycle). Ethics approval was granted by the Human Research Ethics Committee of South China Normal University. Signed informed consent was obtained from participants before the initial assessment was conducted. Participants were informed that they could withdraw from the study at any time.
Sixty-one otherwise healthy participants with DM and 58 HC matched for age, education, calendar age, and gynecological age participated in this study. Five participants were excluded because they did not believe they were playing Cyberball with real participants (two from the DM group and three HC). Thus, all further analyses are based on data from 114 participants (59 DM and 55 HC). The participants’ demographics are described in Table 1. Data are presented as mean (M) ± SD. There were no between-group differences for any of the demographic variables.

**Social pain manipulation**
Cyberball, which is a well-established computerized ball-tossing game, was used to induce social pain. In this procedure, participants were tested individually but were led to believe that they were playing with two other university students from other laboratories connected through the internet. However, the other players did not exist, and the game was simulated by a computer program. Cyberball involves being rejected by strangers, which is likely less impactful than rejection by acquaintances. Therefore, as previously described, to increase the validity of Cyberball and to increase the impact of social exclusion, prior to beginning, three groups of participants (including one participant of the study and two “actors”) engaged in a 10-minute group interaction session in which groups members’ pictures were taken and photographs of two virtual players of each interaction session were shown to the participants throughout the game. DM and HC participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (inclusion vs exclusion). Thus, the present study was a 2 × 2, between-subjects design. Each condition comprised 60 throws and took approximately four minutes. In the included condition, participants received the ball an equal number of times as other players throughout the game. In the exclusion condition, participants received only three out of the 60 throws before they were excluded, receiving no further throws.

**Physical pain sensitivity assessment**
**Cold pressor task**
Cold pain threshold and tolerance were assessed by the well-known cold pressor task. The assessment device is a machine for cooling water through a compressor, which has a large insulated container divided by wire mesh into two compartments, with ice on one side and ice-free water on the other. The water, circulated by a submerged pump, was maintained at 1°C. The experimenter instructed the participant to put and keep her left hand in the compartment of ice-free water. As previously described, participants were asked 1) to tell the researcher when they first felt a sensation that they would call pain on any part of the hand that was submerged in the water (cold pain threshold, measured in seconds) and 2) to remove their hand from the water at any time but to leave their hand in the water for as long as they could. The time when participants withdrew their hand from the water indicated their cold pain tolerance, measured in seconds. The experimenter ended the assessment when the participant took her hand out of the water or after three minutes had elapsed.

**Pressure algometer**
Pressure pain threshold and pain tolerance were measured using a pressure algometer (Wagner FPX 50, Wagner Instruments, Greenwich, CT, USA). This device assesses the amount of pressure applied to a muscle and has been used as one method of assessing pain sensitivity in the exclusion literature. It was applied perpendicularly to the skin and lowered at a rate of ~5 kPa per second until the pain threshold or tolerance limit was reached, as indicated by participants’ verbal report. As previously described, pain threshold and pain tolerance measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Participants’ demographic characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>DM (n = 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>20.03 ± 1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at menarche</td>
<td>12.42 ± 1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of menstruating</td>
<td>7.61 ± 2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days of one menstrual cycle</td>
<td>30.49 ± 2.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Menstrual pain experience**
| Variables | DM (n = 59) | HC (n = 55) |
| Age of the first menstrual pain | 14.57 ± 1.97 | — |
| Pain history, years | 5.32 ± 2.61 | — |
| VAS | 6.66 ± 1.45 | — |

**Note:** Data are presented as mean ± SD.

**Abbreviations:** DM, dysmenorrhea; HC, healthy female controls; VAS, visual analog scale.
were taken at the first dorsal interosseous muscle (i.e., behind the first knuckle of the index finger) of the participant's right hand. For the pain threshold, participants were instructed to say "now" when they first felt pain due to the pressure increase. For pain tolerance, participants were instructed to say "stop" when the pain became too uncomfortable to continue. At this point, the algometer was immediately stopped and automatically recorded the amount of pressure applied prior to its cessation.19

Psychological assessment

Positive- and negative-affect scales (PANAS)
The Chinese version of the PANAS,29 with well-documented psychometric properties,30 was used to assess the mood of the participants before and after the social pain manipulation. This measure includes 20 items, 10 measuring positive affects and 10 measuring negative affects. Items are rated on a five-point scale ranging from 1 ("very slightly or not at all") to 5 ("extremely"). Higher scores in the positive affect subscale reflect a more positive mood, while higher scores in the negative-affect subscale reflect a more negative mood. In this study, Cronbach’s alphas were 0.79 and 0.82 for positive and negative affects, respectively.

Fear of negative evaluation scale (FNE)
The FNE31 measures participants’ concerns about being evaluated unfavorably by others before and after the social pain manipulation. The brief Chinese version of the FNE evaluating psychometric characteristics32 was used. This measure includes 12 items (e.g., "I worry about what other people will think of me even when I know it doesn’t make any difference") that are rated on a five-point scale ranging from 1 ("very slightly or not at all") to 5 ("extremely characteristic of me"). Higher scores in the positive affect subscale reflect a more positive mood, while higher scores in the negative-affect subscale reflect a more negative mood. In this study, Cronbach’s alphas for the overall scale was 0.87.

Self-Esteem Scale (SES)
To assess overall feelings of self-worth and self-acceptance, participants completed the Rosenberg’s SES.33 We used the validated Chinese version.34 This measure includes 10 items evaluated on a four-point scale ranging from 1 ("strongly agree") to 4 ("strongly disagree"). Higher scores reflect experiencing greater self-esteem. In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha for the overall scale was 0.79.

Procedure
After arriving at the lab, participants were seated in front of a computer screen and asked to complete a thorough consent form. All psychological questionnaires (including PANAS, FNE, and SES) were processed, after which the participants’ baseline measures of pain threshold and tolerance were recorded. As described previously,19 the order of measurement of threshold and tolerance was counterbalanced. Participants had their threshold or tolerance measured first, took a 90-second break, and then continued with the other measure. Next, groups of three participants (including one participant of the study and two “actors”) engaged in a 10-minute group interaction session, after which participants were assigned to three rooms individually and began the Cyberball game. Participants and experimenters were in a double-blind state, namely, participants were told that the purpose of the study was to examine the effect of imagination on mission performance; the experimenter did not know who among the participants the DM was. The pressure algometer test was applied immediately after each condition ended. Immediately after the end of the pressure stimulation, the cold pressor test was conducted. The order of measurement of pressure pain and cold pain was counterbalanced. Next, participants completed the PANAS, FNE, and SES questionnaires again (Figure 1). At the end of the experiment, participants were asked if they believed they were playing the Cyberball game with the other two participants. Finally, each participant received 30 (RMB) as compensation and were thoroughly debriefed about the purpose of the study.

Statistical analysis
The Full Information Maximum Likelihood method35 was used to handle missing data. Analyses were conducted using the SPSS for Windows Version 20 statistical package (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used to assess differences in demographic characteristics between study groups and differences in pain sensitivity and psychological assessment between study conditions. As previously described,19,21 we ran analyses using baseline measures of pain threshold and tolerance as a covariate. Results of all analyses were considered significant at the \( p < 0.05 \) level.

Results

Pre-Cyberball pain sensitivity and psychological assessment
The participants’ baseline pain sensitivity and psychological assessments (Table 2) showed no between-group differences for any variables prior to the Cyberball experiment.
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Post-cyberball psychological assessment

ANOVA was conducted separately for the positive and negative affects experienced by participants subjected to either social inclusion or social exclusion for each of the two groups, DM or HC. The statistical analysis revealed that the effect of social experience was significant \( F(1,110) = 29.25, p = 0.000 \), with, as expected, the exclusion condition resulting in a higher negative affect than inclusion in both DM and HC groups (Figure 2A). The inclusion condition resulting in a higher positive affect than exclusion in both DM and HC groups \( F(1,110) = 28.04, p = 0.000 \).

A similar analysis of FNE data again showed the predicted interaction \( F(1, 110) = 4.16, p < 0.05 \). For DM participants, simple effect analyses revealed that Cyberball exclusion resulted in greater concern at being evaluated unfavorably by others, compared to inclusion (exclusion: \( M = 44.55, \ SD = 5.79 \); inclusion: \( M = 33.60, \ SD = 6.51 \); \( F(1, 111) = 35.37, p = 0.000 \)). Furthermore, in contrast to inclusion conditions, which did not show a difference between DM and HC groups, there was a significant difference between DM and HC participants under exclusion conditions (inclusion: \( F(1, 111) = 0.04, p > 0.05 \); exclusion: \( F(1, 111) = 7.61, p = 0.005 \)).

Table 2 Baseline pain sensitivity and psychological characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>( P ) (two-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusion (n = 30)</td>
<td>Exclusion (n = 29)</td>
<td>Inclusion (n = 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>7.95 ± 5.66</td>
<td>10.41 ± 9.23</td>
<td>9.31 ± 7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>19.98 ± 8.41</td>
<td>23.49 ± 11.91</td>
<td>28.90 ± 30.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>3.49 ± 1.75</td>
<td>3.44 ± 1.68</td>
<td>3.86 ± 2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>7.60 ± 3.07</td>
<td>7.69 ± 4.13</td>
<td>8.41 ± 4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect</td>
<td>10.50 ± 1.93</td>
<td>10.86 ± 1.79</td>
<td>10.65 ± 2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>17.00 ± 5.30</td>
<td>15.59 ± 6.33</td>
<td>16.73 ± 7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNE</td>
<td>38.67 ± 8.85</td>
<td>43.48 ± 6.69</td>
<td>38.85 ± 7.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>31.33 ± 3.89</td>
<td>30.03 ± 4.02</td>
<td>30.23 ± 4.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data are presented as mean ± SD; \( P \), the comparison result between the four listed experimental conditions.
Abbreviations: DM, dysmenorrhea; FNE, fear of negative evaluation scale; HC, healthy female controls; PANAS, positive- and negative-affect scales; SES, Rosenberg self-esteem scale.

Post-Cyberball psychological assessment

ANOV A was conducted separately for the positive and negative affects experienced by participants subjected to either social inclusion or social exclusion for each of the two groups, DM or HC. The statistical analysis revealed that the effect of social experience was significant \( F(1,110) = 29.25, p = 0.000 \), with, as expected, the exclusion condition resulting in a higher negative affect than inclusion in both DM and HC groups (Figure 2A). The inclusion condition resulting in a higher positive affect than exclusion in both DM and HC groups \( F(1,110) = 28.04, p = 0.000 \).
Thus, DM participants subjected to social exclusion were more concerned at being evaluated unfavorably by others compared to HC (DM: M = 44.55, SD = 5.79; HC: M = 38.31, SD = 6.51; Figure 2B).

ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences in self-esteem scores between the inclusion and exclusion conditions in the DM and HC groups.

Post-Cyberball pain sensitivity

Cold pain

The post-Cyberball cold pain threshold data were assessed by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), using pre-Cyberball cold pain threshold data as a covariate, which revealed the predicted interaction [F(1, 111) = 32.78, p < 0.0005]. Simple effect analyses showed that, in DM participants, Cyberball exclusion resulted in a higher cold pain threshold than inclusion (exclusion: M = 8.30, SD = 4.22; inclusion: M = 5.62, SD = 3.07; F(1, 111) = 5.16, p < 0.05). However, conversely, exclusion resulted in a lower cold pain threshold than inclusion in HC participants (exclusion: M = 5.88, SD = 4.19; inclusion: M = 12.72, SD = 6.09; F(1, 111) = 29.22, p = 0.0005). Furthermore, the cold pain threshold was higher in DM than HC participants under exclusion conditions (DM: M = 8.30, SD = 4.22; HC: M = 5.88, SD = 4.19; F(1, 111) = 4.09, p < 0.05). However, the cold pain threshold of DM participants was lower than HC under social inclusion conditions (DM: M = 5.62, SD = 3.07; HC: M = 12.72, SD = 6.09; F(1, 111) = 32.31, p = 0.0005; Figure 2C).

We next conducted ANCOVA on post-Cyberball cold pain tolerance data with the pre-Cyberball cold pain tolerance as a covariate, which revealed the predicted interaction ([F(1, 109) = 83.60, p < 0.0005). Simple effect analyses revealed that Cyberball exclusion resulted in higher cold pain tolerance than inclusion in DM participants (exclusion: M = 25.32, SD = 11.47; inclusion: M = 16.62, SD = 5.74; F(1, 111) = 8.43, p = 0.005). However, in contrast, exclusion resulted in lower cold pain tolerance than inclusion in HC (exclusion: M = 19.22, SD = 12.50; inclusion: M = 41.19, SD = 12.29; F(1, 111) = 46.09, p = 0.0005; Figure 2D).

Moreover, not only did DM individuals differ from HC, but both showed changes compared to the baseline situation. Using one-sample t-tests, we compared the pain sensitivity between baseline (Time 1) and post-Cyberball (Time 2). Cyberball inclusion significantly decreased cold pain sensitivity compared to baseline (DM: M = 8.84, SD = 5.74; HC: M = 4.45, SD = 6.51; F(1, 111) = 8.84, p < 0.005). Thus, DM participants subjected to social exclusion were more concerned at being evaluated unfavorably by others compared to HC (DM: M = 44.55, SD = 5.79; HC: M = 38.31, SD = 6.51; Figure 2B).

ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences in self-esteem scores between the inclusion and exclusion conditions in the DM and HC groups.

Post-Cyberball pain sensitivity

Cold pain

The post-Cyberball cold pain threshold data were assessed by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), using pre-Cyberball cold pain threshold data as a covariate, which revealed the predicted interaction [F(1, 111) = 32.78, p < 0.0005]. Simple effect analyses showed that, in DM participants, Cyberball exclusion resulted in a higher cold pain threshold than inclusion (exclusion: M = 8.30, SD = 4.22; inclusion: M = 5.62, SD = 3.07; F(1, 111) = 5.16, p < 0.05). However, conversely, exclusion resulted in a lower cold pain threshold than inclusion in HC participants (exclusion: M = 5.88, SD = 4.19; inclusion: M = 12.72, SD = 6.09; F(1, 111) = 29.22, p = 0.0005). Furthermore, the cold pain threshold was higher in DM than HC participants under exclusion conditions (DM: M = 8.30, SD = 4.22; HC: M = 5.88, SD = 4.19; F(1, 111) = 4.09, p < 0.05). However, the cold pain threshold of DM participants was lower than HC under social inclusion conditions (DM: M = 5.62, SD = 3.07; HC: M = 12.72, SD = 6.09; F(1, 111) = 32.31, p = 0.0005; Figure 2C).

We next conducted ANCOVA on post-Cyberball cold pain tolerance data with the pre-Cyberball cold pain tolerance as a covariate, which revealed the predicted interaction ([F(1, 109) = 83.60, p < 0.0005). Simple effect analyses revealed that Cyberball exclusion resulted in higher cold pain tolerance than inclusion in DM participants (exclusion: M = 25.32, SD = 11.47; inclusion: M = 16.62, SD = 5.74; F(1, 111) = 8.43, p = 0.005). However, in contrast, exclusion resulted in lower cold pain tolerance than inclusion in HC (exclusion: M = 19.22, SD = 12.50; inclusion: M = 41.19, SD = 12.29; F(1, 111) = 46.09, p = 0.0005; Figure 2D).

Moreover, not only did DM individuals differ from HC, but both showed changes compared to the baseline situation. Using one-sample t-tests, we compared the pain sensitivity between baseline (Time 1) and post-Cyberball (Time 2). Cyberball inclusion significantly decreased cold
pain threshold and tolerance at Time 2 compared to Time 1 in DM participants (threshold: \( t(29) = -2.99, p = 0.006; \) tolerance: \( t(29) = -3.10, p = 0.004 \)). In contrast, cold pain threshold and tolerance remained unchanged between Time 1 and Time 2 after social exclusion in DM participants (threshold: \( t(28) = -1.35, p = 0.189; \) tolerance: \( t(28) = 1.42, p = 0.166 \)). Interestingly, exclusion caused hypersensitivity and thus reduced the cold pain threshold and tolerance at Time 2 compared to Time 1 in HC participants (threshold: \( t(28) = -2.581, p = 0.01; \) tolerance: \( t(28) = -2.13, p = 0.042 \)). However, inclusion increased cold pain threshold and tolerance in the HC group (threshold: \( t(25) = 2.72, p = 0.012; \) tolerance: \( t(25) = 2.44, p = 0.022 \)).

**Pressure pain**

There were no significant differences in post-Cyberball pain threshold and tolerance between inclusion and exclusion conditions in either the DM or the HC participants. The post-Cyberball pressure pain threshold and tolerance data were assessed by ANCOVA, using pre-Cyberball pressure pain threshold or tolerance data as a covariate, which did not reveal the predicted interaction (threshold: \( F(1, 109) = 0.228, p = 0.634; \) tolerance: \( F(1, 109) = 2.874, p = 0.093 \)). The main effect of conditions (exclusion vs inclusion) did not differ significantly (threshold: \( F(1, 109) = 0.870, p = 0.353; \) tolerance: \( F(1, 109) = 0.414, p = 0.522 \)). The main effect of groups (DM vs HC) did not differ significantly as well (threshold: \( F(1, 109) = 0.441, p = 0.508; \) tolerance: \( F(1, 109) = 0.083, p = 0.773 \)).

**Discussion**

Studies on HC participants show that pain-triggered emotion modulates the pain process, but it is still unclear whether a painful experience actually modulates the sensation of pain. The current study shows that, in contrast to HC, socially excluded individuals with DM demonstrate an increase in both pain threshold and tolerance to pain in response to cold stimulation. However, similar to fibromyalgia patients, having experienced social inclusion, DM sufferers demonstrate decreased pain threshold and tolerance. These results suggest that the modifying effect of social experience on the pain process differs in DM compared to HC participants, which unambiguously supports our hypothesis that an individual’s prior pain experience differentially modulates the effects of social pain on the sensitivity to and tolerance of physical pain. Therefore, individual pain experience appears to be an important moderator that can lead to either intensification or abatement of physical pain after social exclusion, confirming an overlap between the physical and social pain processes.

Cyberball exclusion results in decreased cold pain threshold and tolerance compared to inclusion in HC, supporting the notion that the positive emotions associated with inclusion reduce pain perception, while correspondingly the negative emotions linked with exclusion induce pain hypersensitivity. This result provides us with new behavioral evidence that improves our understanding of the relationships between social pain and a specific type of physical pain.

The current study also suggests that, having experienced social exclusion, DM sufferers are more fearful of being evaluated unfavorably by others, and accordingly are more eager to be positively evaluated. One possible explanation is that the unique combination of both acute and chronic pain associated with DM causes long-term stress, which in turn leads to emotional sensitivity and anxiety.

We observed no significant differences in self-esteem scores between the inclusion and exclusion conditions for either the DM or the HC group, similar to other studies showing that social exclusion does not affect the level of self-esteem of the participants. It is likely that, since the majority of people have defensive mechanisms in place, isolated threats such as occasional social exclusion can be deflected without damaging self-esteem.

Notably, unlike the result with cold pain, neither DM nor HC participants showed a significant difference in post-Cyberball pressure pain threshold and tolerance between the inclusion and exclusion conditions. This discrepancy might be explained by differences in afferent pathways involved in cold-induced and pressure-induced pain. The detection of skin surface temperatures is achieved by axons terminating at lamina I of the spinal dorsal horn, and the highest correlation with subjective ratings of temperature is located in the orbitofrontal and anterior insular cortex. In contrast, pressure exerted on the skin activates nociceptive afferents in several tissues (e.g., intraepidermal nerve endings); enhanced pain sensitivity to blunt pressure is likely due to alterations in descending pathways from the brainstem. Alternatively, the discrepancy might be due to differences in the pain assessment procedures. Thus, the cold pain assessment tested the participant’s whole hand, while the pressure pain assessment involved only a single finger; such differences in the location and tissue depth of the pain sensation, as well as the nature of the experimental pain stimulus itself, could result in inconsistency in pain sensitivity.

**Conclusion**

The present study suggests that pain modulation in DM sufferers shows a disrupted response to social experience. Though the relatively small sample size may result in low power and a consequent inability to detect some significant
effects, our study indicates that previous pain experience affects the regulation of physical pain sensation and certain associated psychometric properties by social pain. It is worth noting that we are unable to comment on causality due to the correlation nature of this study. Although a formal diagnosis of psychiatric condition was an exclusion criterion, we cannot rule out the possibility that the DM group differs in mental health parameters. Additional measures evaluating mental health of participants are necessary. The effect of mental health (such as depression, anxiety, and somatization) on pain sensitivity requires further research.
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